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Mykolas Romeris University (MRU), a public 

institution, is an international university 

located in Northern Europe. Each year the 

University admits a large number of creative 

and talented young people.  

 

Receptive to change, promoting intellectually 

stimulating studies and focused on consistent 

research activities, Mykolas Romeris 

University contributes to the development of a well-rounded personality: a mature, enterprising and 

independent future leader and a responsible citizen.  

 

The University has nearly 22,000 students who stand out as highly-motivated and enthusiastic about their 

chosen field of studies. The study programmes are continuously renewed and updated, responding to the 

needs of society and providing young people with knowledge and skills necessary to build a successful 

career.  

Mykolas Romeris University promotes international activities and is proud of its participation in research on 

European and international levels. The University actively cooperates with international organizations, 

encourages students’ and lecturers’ mobility, takes part in international research projects, as well as 

implements and creates joint study programmes, enabling students to acquire double or triple degrees. 

University students, lecturers and research staff have become part of a uniform international studies and 

research system where all partners strive to deliver success.  

The 2011-2012 academic year at Mykolas Romeris University has begun with introducing not only updated 

study curricula, but also a particularly relevant priority – promoting entrepreneurship across all study 

programmes.  

Mykolas Romeris University encourages dialogue between individuals, who value different viewpoints and 

treat each other with respect. Undoubtedly, such an environment contributes to everyone’s intellectual 

development and well-being. 

Faculty of Social Policy at Mykolas Romeris University provides education for future experts in the field of 

social services by offering coherent study programs of social sciences which, apart from professional 

knowledge, comprise other associated subject areas as well:  Psychology, Social Work, Educology, Sociology 

and Law, Political Sciences, Philosophy, Social Policy, Social Services, Demography and Economics. 



 
 

 

International Activities 
The University’s international ties span all the regions of the globe. It has affiliations with more than 400 

foreign academic and state institutions. From 2006, the University offers joint Master’s degree study 

programmes and encourages its students to attain double or triple diplomas. One of the goals of 

University’s internationalization is student diversification, thus the number of international students is 

continually growing. This enables both Lithuanian and international students to share experiences and 

ideas as well as to work together on joint international projects, expanding their world views and cultural 

awareness. 

The University is a member of 29 international organizations and networks. 
https://www.mruni.eu/en/university/naryste/membership_in_organizations_and_networks.php 
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